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1. Introduction

4. Framework Architecture

• One of the popular and desirable features provided by
most contemporary digital libraries is recommendations.

6. Data-set and Results
Our data-set is comprised of a portion of the SN SciGraph
(https://www.springernature.com/in/
researchers/scigraph). We form the input set of entity
pairs by selecting resource pairs of two types, namely,
(Article, Grant) and (Article, Subject), comprised of 10
positive and 10 negative example pairs each. The
meta-paths obtained and their respective weights are
enlisted in Figure 7.

• Generally, recommended items are of the same type as
the one being viewed.

Figure 5: Work-flow of the System

The recommendation framework is comprised of two
broad modules:
Figure 1: Related Items in a Digital Library

• A user may be interested in other types of items related
to the resource s/he may be perusing - for instance, a
user reading an article may be interested in other
authors or journals related to it.
• Hence in our work we lay emphasis on heterogeneous
recommendation items.

2. Problem Statement

1. Meta-path GenerationThis module takes as input a set of example entity
pairs and the entire HIN, and outputs a set of
meta-paths and their respective weights.
2. Recommendation EngineGiven a resource and meta-paths relevant to it, this
module generates a set of recommended items ranked
by their similarity scores.
The meta-path generation module is implemented as an
offline task to be triggered periodically, whereas the
recommendation engine is integrated with the
user-interface as a real-time service.

5. Meta-path Generation
We adopt a regression model similar to FSPG [1].
However, we have extended the GreedyTree [1] approach
to proceed in a bi-directional manner, by incorporating
HeteSim [2] similarity measure.

Figure 7: Meta-paths and Weights

7. Evaluation and Observations
For evaluating the system, we generated recommendations
of two types, namely Grant and Subject, and proceeded
in the following manner • The recommendations were marked by two human
annotators on a binary relevance score.
• We then computed the Mean Average Precision (MAP)
and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) scores for a test set
of 20 articles, which are as listed below in Figure 8

• Input - Example pairs, and the HIN
Figure 2: A Resource in a Bibliographic HIN

Figure 8: MAP and MRR Scores

• Output - Meta-paths and their weights
A pair of resources in a HIN may be marked as related if • They share a common value for some property in the
HIN as shown in Figure 3

The example pairs consist of both positive (related) and
negative (un-related) examples pairs.

Our observations based on the MAP and MRR scores are
as follows:
• The higher MRR indicates that relevant items were
ranked higher.

• They are connected via a chain of properties or a
property path, as depicted in Figure 4

• Some false positives are produced in a mid-to-lower
range of ranks. This may be attributed to the generic
nature of the meta-paths in a Bibliographic network like
SN SciGraph.

• We leverage on the paths connecting a pair of entities,
formally termed as meta-paths [3], for determining the
relatedness between them.

• Hence, augmenting the meta-path based score with the
contextual information of the nodes may produce better
results from the perspective of recommendation.
• Future scope also includes generating meta-path
consisting of node classes.

Figure 3: Connected via common property

Figure 4: A property chain or meta-path

Figure 6: Bi-directional Meta-path Search

For a HIN comprised of voluminous bibliographic data it
may not be feasible to manually find all the meta-paths.
Hence, we automate the process.

• As shown in Figure 6, the algorithm expands two trees,
by exploring the HIN in the forward and backward
directions.

3. Objectives

• The forward search starts from the source nodes, while
the backward search starts from the target nodes of the
example pairs.

Given a bibliographic HIN, the objectives of our work may
be outlined as -

• At each level of expansion, a node is selected from the
forward and backward trees, respectively, based on joint
priority score, thus forming forward and backward
sub-paths.

1. Enumerating the meta-paths in the HIN
2. Using these meta-paths to generate recommendations
for a given resource in the HIN

The algorithm converges when the forward and backward
sub-paths meet at a common node or if either one of the
forward or backward sub-paths converges to a source or
target node of the example pairs, respectively.
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2c. Alternate Flow

1. Objective

• Books form a significant part of the National Digital Library of
India (NDLI).
• Metadata extraction from resources can use rule-base or machine
learning [1].
• Style variations, graphic fonts, and use of background images
make metadata extraction from books hard.
• We build a lightweight tool to automatically extract metadata
from academic books.
• We also describe results of a preliminary evaluation of our tool
on school books indexed in NDLI.

3b. Performance Graphs

Title extraction fails completely when title is embedded in images.
Alternate flow handles it.
1. Convert the PDF file to a TIFFimage using ImageMagick.
2. Convert each page to hOCR format using OCR tool Tesseract
(legacy mode, no LSTM).
3. Process hOCR files to extract title.
4. Abstract, education level, and DDC are regenerated if abstract
from basic flow was empty
ImageMagick

PDF book

Figure 4: Basic flow only
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2a. System Overview: Input and Output

Extraction Methods
Extracted metadata

INPUT: Front matter of a book (in PDF)
OUTPUT: Metadata attributes (in JSON)

Add to Basic Flow results

• Dublin Core (DC) attributes:

Augmented JSON metadata

– title

Figure 5: Basic flow augmented with alternate flow

Figure 2: Alternate flow

– description (or abstract)
– contributors (editor and illustrator)

4. Conclusion and Future Work

– table of contents

2d. Example

– identifier (ISBN)
– copyright year
• Our tool extracts metadata from digital books with high
F 1-score.

• Learning Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI) attributes:
– educational framework (for example,Central Board of
Secondary Education,India)

• Regular expressions prove quite effective in our case.
• Most errors occur in text detection and recognition, and DDC
class assignment.

– education level (for example, class II in the given
educational framework)

Future work:
• Application of deep learning algorithms from scene text
recognition [2].

2b. Basic Flow

• Improvement of DDC algorithms.
• Generation of semantic metadata like pedagogical objective of a
book.

1. We convert the input PDF file of the book to XML using
pdftohtml.

• Extension towards more heterogeneous sources.

2. We use spatial cues and a dictionary of hand-crafted regular
expressions to extract fielded metadata.
PDF book
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Figure 1: Basic flow

Extraction Methods

Figure 3: Top figure shows part of metadata generated for bottom left
book.
Includes: "dc.title": "raindrops Book 2 special Series",
"dc.description.abstract": "Textbook in English for Class II",
· · · . Title extraction for the left book fails in basic flow but succeeds in
alternate flow. Title extraction for the book on the right fails even in alternate
flow.
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1. Contents of the first non-blank page is initially assumed to be
the title.
2. Then we filter out lines that match patterns like
Class\s∗[IVX]+ and Supplementary.∗Class\s∗[IVX]+ as
abstract, and keep the remainder as title.
3. The education level is formed from the numerals after Class in
abstract.
4. Editor is identified by the keyword Editor.
5. Illustrator names are identified by Illustrations or Cover,
Layout and Illustrations or similar phrases.
6. Table of contents is located by [(contents)(table of
contents)(theme)(what is inside this
book)(foreword)].
7. For ISBN, we look for the string ISBN followed by numerals.
8. For copyright year, we look for [(copyright) c (all rights
reserved)]+.∗\d{4}.
9. The output is post-processed to correct spelling errors. We use
the web service ACT-DL
(http://act-dl.base-search.net/) to produce Dewey
Decimal Classification (DDC) from title, abstract, and table of
contents.
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• Corpus: Tested on a corpus of 115 NCERT textbooks
(testcases).
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• Measures:
– We measure precision P , recall R and F 1-score for each
metadata attribute (e.g., title).
– When metadata fields are strings, we measure overlap in 2
ways–exact match and approximate match with normalized
Levenshtein distance (NLD) bounded by 0.1.
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• Results:
– Alternate flow boosts recall (and hence, F 1-score)
moderately through OCR.
– Average recall for title, abstract, education level, and DDC
combined increases from 0.772 to 0.8
– Overall average (P , R, F 1) improve from (0.901, 0.852,
0.876) to (0.901, 0.865, 0.883).

NDLI: https://www.ndl.gov.in

